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The government needed three hundred and eleven votes to carry
the bill; they got three hundred and fourteen (August 29, 1924).
The Dawcs plan was through and once again in the history of
the Republic men ate their words because at heart they were
better patriots than partisans.
The effect on the nation was very great. If the Nationalist act
was bitterly condemned by their own extremists it found an echo
in the hearts of the great majority of Germans who are quick to
catch the significance of a patriotic action, and who took it for
granted that Nationalism had not merely recovered its sense of
personal responsibility,, but was preparing to assume republican
responsibility within the framework of the constitution and pre-
pared already to act at the worst as a constitutional opposition
in fact as well as appearance. The Nationalist leaders improved
a shining hour by offering to enter the cabinet on terms; the
chancellor and Stresemann replied by demanding a national
coalition, leaving outside only the pariah twins of extremism,, to
meet an hour of grave national decisions. But Nationalist patriotism
had strict limits; the offers were refused and, greatly daring, the
chancellor went to the country.
Going to the country was a novelty in Germany then, and
the nation appreciated the fact that it was called upon to approve
an historic decision. The election (December 1924)3 despite
the difficulty of the Nationalists in presenting a united opposition
front after so glaring a split, was fought with extreme bitterness
but without violence. The result as was expected left the party
proportions little altered, but plainly indicated a reaction to
sanity. The Right extremists lost nearly half their seats, the
Nationalists gaining six; the Right had actually lost ground, but
it was consolidating and in a direction away from extremism. On
the other wing the Socialists again became the largest parliamentary
party by winning thirty-one seats, the Communists losing seven-
teen; the Left, too, was consolidating in the same centripetal way*
The Centre parties won eighteen seats and could congratulate
themselves on a victory. The result had international and national
rather than party political significance. The Dawes plan was
endorsed by the electorate; the only losers had been the extremists;

